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Please enter questions into the Zoom chat window, and I will answer them later in the evening.
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Why promote your work?

Build name recognition.

Potentially generate sales.

Potentially win cash prizes.

Become part of the community of artists.

Self-satisfaction.
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Choosing which calls to answer.

Exhibits in your geographic area.

Exhibits in which the subject matter leans toward your favored genre.

Exhibits that are exclusively photographic.

Exhibits in which the gallery does the printing.

Keep cost of entry in mind!
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Choosing what work to submit.

Choose work that has won awards at your camera club.

Choose work that others have admired.

Choose work that you love.
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How to find open calls.

Get on mailing lists for local galleries.

• Circle Gallery, Annapolis, Maryland (Maryland Federation of Art)

• Photoworks, Glen Echo, Maryland

• Montpelier Arts Center, Laurel, Maryland

• Friends of Quiet Waters Park Gallery, Annapolis, Maryland

• Annmarie Sculpture Garden and Art Center, Solomons, Maryland



How to find open calls.

Get on mailing lists for local galleries.

Join county and state artist registries.

• Maryland Art Place:  http://www.mdartplace.org/opportunities/registry

• Gateway Artists Directory (Prince George’s County):  
http://mygatewayarts.org/work/directories/artists-directory/artists-directory1#.YK6o5ahKiUk

• Arts Council Artists Registry (St. Mary’s County): https://www.stmarysartscouncil.com/artist-
registry-registration-form



How to find open calls.

Get on mailing lists for local galleries.

Join county and state artist registries.

“Call for Entry” website: https://www.callforentry.org/
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You may be asked to include a bio and/or artist’s 
statement with your entry.

The bio will be a short, descriptive paragraph about you. You can talk about how you 

came to be involved in artistic photography, about your background, etc.

The artist’s statement has more to do with the particular art that you are sending. Say 

something about how you created it, what meaning it may have, and how it relates to the 

subject of the call.
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Keep in mind – your work may not be accepted.

CaFÉ login: VincentFerrari

Vincent Ferrari:

Thank you for submitting your work to the Color: Photography Now exhibition at Black Box Gallery. We had an absolutely wonderful response to 
our call for entry. There were so many beautiful, accomplished and uniquely creative photographs. Unfortunately your work was not chosen for the 
exhibition, but it was a pleasure to view your work, your accomplishments as a photographer and your dedication to the on-going process of being an 
artist.

We sincerely wish you the best of luck with your photography and your development as a creative artist and photographer. Black Box Gallery 
appreciates being part of that conversation and dialogue about contemporary photography with all of our artists.

Thank you for participating with Black Box Gallery and supporting the culture and community of photography in the Arts.

Best,
Todd Johnson
Director Black Box Gallery
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Carefully read the acceptance e-mail or letter for instructions on how to send them your 

photo. Look especially for instructions on framing, and required shipping due dates.



You got accepted. What comes next?

Carefully read the acceptance e-mail or letter for instructions on how to send them your 

photo. Look especially for instructions on framing, and required shipping due dates.

Don’t waste time!
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Pricing your work.

Most galleries will require that work entered into exhibitions be for sale. These are some 

things to consider in pricing your work….

Cost of printing and framing.

Shipping costs.

Percentage of sale price that goes to the gallery.

Travel expenses to capture photo and cost of your photographic equipment.

The value of your technical and artistic expertise.
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Preparing your art for the gallery.

Printing – Do it yourself or pay to have it done?

Some printing options:  Nations Photo Lab, Bay Photo, Artmill, Shutterfly.

Cutting your own mats and framing yourself can save you a small fortune. 

If shipping your work is required, packing is very important. Use a sturdy box, with plenty 
of packing materials. Don’t use peanuts!  

You will be required to cover shipping costs for both to and from the gallery. To cover return 
shipping, you will need to include a paid shipping label in with your work.

You will save money by self-packing and paying on-line with Fed Ex or UPS.





Keep a record of exhibits that you have been accepted 
into, and keep it up to date.



The artist’s reception.

If the gallery is local, go to the reception!






